In Arizona mountain lion and bobcats are trophy hunted in the hundreds and thousands respectively through cruel and inhumane methods such as hounding and trapping.

HOUNDING IS A BABARIC PRACTICE THAT PITS DOGS AGAINST WILDLIFE

In Arizona, both mountain lions and bobcats can be hunted using hounds. Hounding involves chasing by packs of trailing dogs until the cat retreats into a tree or rock ledge to escape, enabling the trophy hunter to shoot the animal at close range. Hounding poses significant risk to the hounds as well as to young wildlife, including dependent kittens, who may be attacked and killed by the hounds.\(^1\)

Hounds also trespass onto private lands and can disturb or kill non-target wildlife.\(^2\) Jaguars, ocelots, and lynx – or their kittens – may be chased down, injured, or killed by hounds. This practice is not fair chase and is highly controversial even among hunters.\(^3\) More than 70 percent of the mountain lions trophy-hunted in Arizona are chased with hounds.

Hounding is cruel for both the wildlife and the dogs used to chase them. Too often the dogs are treated as equipment rather than members of the family. Both the hunted animals and the dogs can be exhausted by Arizona’s extreme heat and the high-stress chase. Hounding puts the dogs at risk of being mauled, and if dogs get lost during a hunt, they are often abandoned and left to be killed by other animals. They may be struck by vehicles, die as a result of dehydration, or be abandoned at local animal shelters.

TRAPPING IS INHERENTLY CRUEL

Thousands of bobcats are legally trapped in Arizona every year, using cruel steel-jawed leg-hold traps, body-gripping traps, and snares on private land, and cage traps on public land. Trapped animals struggle to break free, resulting in significant suffering and severe injuries, if not fatalities. Trapped animals endure stress, pain, starvation, dehydration, predation and/or exposure.

Because trappers are only required to check the traps once a day, animals could be stuck in excruciating pain for hours or left in extreme weather to die from exposure.

The public dislikes trapping, and Arizonans are no different – the majority support a prohibition on the use of leghold traps on private land.

Although trapping mountain lions is prohibited in Arizona, records show that mountain lions are routinely trapped inadvertently in other states where trapping is illegal. Traps are notoriously indiscriminate, and often catch other non-target animals, even endangered species.

Because of the inherently indiscriminate nature of traps, Arizona’s other wild cats – jaguars, ocelots, and lynx – remain at imminent risk of being accidentally caught in traps set for bobcats on private lands.

BAITING LACKS SPORTSMANSHIP

Trophy hunters and trappers can also kill bobcats with the aid of bait. Placing chunks of meat and other foods to lure a bobcat in for an easy kill flies in the face of sportsmanship. Non-target animals are also lured in by these baits, increasing the chances for disease transmission between species. Bait can be also be toxic to wildlife—meat and other bait can spoil, and either cause sickness or even mortalities.\(^4\)

